The Effect of Pressure Glove Tightness on Forearm Muscle Activity and Psychophysical Responses.
The impact of pressure glove tightness on maximum grip force, muscle activity, and psychophysical responses is investigated to facilitate the prescription of a suitable reduction factor (RF) for pressure treatment. The wearing of pressure therapy gloves is often considered to hinder hand performance and cause discomfort, resulting in unsatisfactory treatment adherence during burn rehabilitation. A wear trial was carried out with 10 participants for three custom-made pressure gloves that consist of different RFs-10%, 15% and 20%-as well as for the bare hand. The surface electromyography of three forearm muscles was measured during tasks that involve moving marbles, buttoning a shirt, and typing. The psychophysical responses were also recorded. The use of pressure gloves results in a reduction in the maximum gripping force. Gloves with tighter pressure contribute to lower perceived comfort and ease of hand motion. Increased glove tightness (with RFs of 15% and 20%) decreases muscle activity as compared to the bare-hand condition when buttoning a shirt. In terms of typing, the forearm muscle activity increases with high glove pressure (RF of 20%). The forearm muscles are significantly affected by glove tightness in performing different daily tasks that required gripping, pinching, and typing. The increase of RF of pressure gloves causes negative impact on psychophysical response and handgrip strength. Glove tightness in relation to hand performance and comfort is important in prescribing an optimal pressure therapy glove for hypertrophic scar treatment. The findings give insight into the impacts of pressure glove tightness on muscle activity, thus providing a reference for glove development.